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This 30-day Christian marriage devotional was written for husbands who want to experience a
deeper relationship with God and a stronger marriage. This is a powerful resource that leads men to
gain a better understanding of their role as a husband and spiritual head of their home. Each
chapter is designed to motivate and challenge men to draw closer to God and closer to their wives.
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My husband and I both completed this challenge and saw such a tremendous change in our
communication and understanding of one another. I highly recommend this book to anyone who
needs a refresher and that extra inspiration to keep going strong in marriage.

After years of struggling to be a"decent" husband, I was faced with the reality that I am selfish,
self-centered, and prideful. Once I recognized that, I no longer strived to be simply "decent", I
wanted to be a great husband! I wanted to love my wife the way Jesus loves the church. I'd read a
lot of good books that aided in that goal but this book is a cut above. Each day is a short read - very
to the point but without being preachy. Each devotional, I consider that day's challenge. It is
something I look forward to reading and putting in action. It's really drilled in that until I fall in love
with God, I won't ever succeed in loving my wife the way she needs to be loved. I can truly say I feel
renewed after reading this, with a fresh love for her.

I bought this book along with the Wife After God book by Aaron's wife for myself and my husband.

We're fairly newly wed with two children from prior marriages and custody of a nephew. We're also
in process to adopt three more of our nephews ages 11,13,15. In the last two years we've gone
from dating with baggage to married, him becoming youth pastor, me becoming a part time work
from home employee and primary child care provider, and adding in total four more kids. Our
marriage HAS to be centered around God to succeed. It WILL NOT FAIL if placed on the rock He's
provided for us all. We love the books, love the authors, and love the God they're serving.

Before I got this devotional my wife and I was having many petty arguments and didn't really know
what God expects from us as a husband and as a wife but this clearly lines it out for you! It brings
you so close to Jesus and makes your relationship grow with him and your wife! Do them together
with your wife! I'm on my third time through it and I learn something new from it everyday I journal
down my thoughts and find new scriptures in my bible! So very worth itThanks Aaron and Jennifer

Some decent content, but not much new. Also, several of the social media recos seemed more
focused on building the author's brand than on accountability, etc.

Great if your wife gets the matching and you sit down after the kids are asleep with your bibles and
journals. This has really opened a line of communication and with faith as the main topic great
things have come from this. We've been married 12+ years but I've never felt so connected to my
wife as I do now.Thank you

My wife and I have been married for 14 years. You think you have it all together and a Great
marriage? Read this book and get ready for a kick in the gut. Learn how to have a closer
relationship to God,and in turn strengthen your marriage like never before. Commit to the God
centered principles in this book and find more happiness than you can imagine!!! Thank you God!!

This is a great men's devotional, highly recommend it to any man wanting to get closer to God.
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